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“Shambhala is a path of awakening through meditation. And it’s awakening, first, to our own basic goodness.”
Shambhala Member, Maryland, USA




Start Your Practice


















What Shambhala Is




We are a global community of meditators who believe that human beings are basically good.




Shambhala brings together people from all walks of life to learn to be kind to ourselves and others. We are committed to creating a society that brings out the best in each of us.




We recognize and believe that every human being has a fundamental nature of goodness. This nature can be brought into daily life so that it radiates out to family, friends, community, and society, and from this, we can work together to create compassionate, sustainable, and just human societies. We call this “creating enlightened society.”




“The Shambhala path is to be in touch with who you are at each moment—accepting who you are.”
Shambhala Member, Arnhem, Netherlands















Begin




Learn to meditate














Connect




Find a community and centre near you














Deepen




Explore your spiritual path














Engage




Become a member














Give




Donate today



















Our Community




Find Shambhala Near You




Shambhala has more than 150 Centres and Groups, many retreat centres, various online communities, and thousands of individual members and friends of Shambhala, in cities, towns, and rural settings in over 30 different countries.




In addition to meditation, study, and contemplative practices, Shambhala Centres and Groups offer teachings in the arts, and host a range of cultural and social activities that cultivate wakefulness and creativity. Across diverse cultures and expressions, the heart of Shambhala is universal.




“We are a place where, imperfect, all of us can come and see our basic goodness in the mirror of each other.”
Shambhala Member, Illinois, USA








Find a Shambhala Group Near You


















Practice With Us




Second Sunday Maitri Bhavana




We invite you to join the global Shambhala community as we come together to practice for the well-being of others on the second Sunday of each month. Maitri Bhavana is a practice that is done for the benefit of the seriously ill, or for major global turmoil and disasters. Please visit the Shambhala Sunday Gatherings homepage for more information and to register.




If you would like to add the name of someone who is seriously ill to the Maitri Bhavana list so people can practice for their well-being, please click here. You can also add the name of a current world event where there is turmoil, strife, and disaster, and we will practice for those affected.













Find Events Near You










Upcoming Online Courses






        
            
                
                    
                        
                                                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                    Buddhism                    

                    
            Journey Without Goal: Featuring Talks by Chögyam Trungpa Rinpoche	
  March 31, 2024 @ 1:00 pm EDT
This course will introduce the key principles of tantra and provide a direct and experiential picture of the tantric world, including the importance of self-existing energy, the mandala principle, and the difference between Buddhist and Hindu tantra.



        
              
    
    
Dale Asrael


    
    
Gaylon Ferguson


    
    
Judith Simmer-Brown


    
    
June Crow


    
    
Larry Mermelstein


    
    
Matilda Perks


    
    
Rhea Colmar

Read More

        
            
                
                    
                        
                                                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                                        

                    
            Making Friends with Death and Dying: Monthly Support Group	
  April 1, 2024 @ 7:00 pm EDT
Support group sessions will include a short talk, meditation practice, and an open forum to discuss personal experiences with old age, sickness, death, grief and bereavement. All are welcome. We respect your privacy. These sessions will not be recorded.



        
        
    
    
Alley Smith

Read More

        
            
                
                    
                        
                                                        
                        
                    

                

                
                    
                                        

                    
            First Tuesday: Learn to Meditate	
  April 2, 2024 @ 7:00 pm EDT
Learn to Meditate! This is a space where beginners or people newer to meditation can receive meditation instruction, learn how a meditation practice can inform their daily lives, and connect to other meditators in a warm, inclusive environment.



        
        
    
    
Candia Ludy

Read More






View Upcoming Online Events


















Harm and Community Care




Promoting Community Care in Shambhala




The past years have illuminated deep challenges within the Shambhala community. Please learn more about our communal efforts to address harm and the roots of harm in Shambhala.








Read About Community Care in Shambhala










Community Blog







	

	
		
			

						
				

													
				

			

			
			

			
			
				Mindful Parenting: How Parenting and Mindfulness Practice Can Support Each Other			


						
				
					March 10, 2024				
			

			
			
						
				Mindful parenting is a rich and multifaceted topic. How can mindfulness inform our parenting? And how does parenting affect our mindfulness and meditation practice? In this article, we’ll look at three related questions: In addition to sharing resources on mindful parenting, I spoke to a number of parents about their […]			

			
			
					Read More
				

	

	
		
			

						
				

													
				

			

			
			

			
			
				Buddhism on Fear: How to Practice Meditation for Fear and Anxiety			


						
				
					February 23, 2024				
			

			
			
						
				Much of the suffering in our lives is rooted in fear. Fortunately, Buddhism and meditation offer excellent supports for working with fear—and with anxiety, the worry about uncertain threats that many of us carry in contemporary life. Fear is pervasive, especially in this world of polarization, aggression, and lack of […]			

			
			
					Read More
				

	

	
		
			

						
				

													
				

			

			
			

			
			
				Meditation for Grief: Advice and Guided Meditations for Grief and Loss			


						
				
					January 26, 2024				
			

			
			
						
				Meditation can be a welcomed tool for coping with grief, which is one of the more difficult human experiences. Meditation practice in general can help us stay present with challenging emotions, and meditation specifically tailored for grief can help us endure the pain associated with it without avoiding it, which […]			

			
			
					Read More
				

	

	
		
			

						
				

													
				

			

			
			

			
			
				Buddhism in Everyday Life: 3 Ways to Practice Meditation Throughout the Day			


						
				
					January 18, 2024				
			

			
			
						
				The immediate image that many people may have of Buddhism is of monks in robes: people living in a rarified environment, far away from the busyness and chaos of our everyday lives. Yet in the Dhammapada, a collection of sayings from the Buddha, he says that every action is preceded […]			

			
			
					Read More
				

	

	
		
			

						
				

													
				

			

			
			

			
			
				Buddhist Home Shrines: How to Set Up a Buddhist Shrine at Home			


						
				
					January 5, 2024				
			

			
			
						
				A Buddhist home shrine can be a refuge, a gentle invitation to return to the moment, and a reminder of our higher principles. In this article, I will share my family’s process of creating a Buddhist home shrine, discuss what we learned, and share the resources I gathered to help […]			

			
			
					Read More
				

	

		


	


See All Articles






Image Credits: Barbara Batt, Corey Ruffner, Dechen Chöling, Karmê Chöling.
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